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ABSTRACT

We present the results from investigations on a series of binary chiral-
dopant liquid-crystalline mixtures. The racemic host materials possess
tilted smectic phases with varying strengths of synclinic and anticlinic
ordering (SmC and SmCalt phases respectively). The dopants used were
either a strongly synclinic-favouring non liquid-crystalline chiral
material (commonly used in FLC chiral-dopant mixtures) or a strongly
anticlinic (antiferroelectric) material ((S)-MHPOBC). The electrooptic
and dielectric properties of the mixtures were investigated in test cells of
different thickness and the influence of each mixture component on the
observed physical properties is discussed.

Keywords Ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, phase coexistence,
cell thickness, electrooptics, dielectric spectroscopy.

INTRODUCTION
Surface stabilised ferroelectric [1] and antiferroelectric [2] liquid
crystals, and the observed delicate balance between ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric order, have recently stimulated studies in very thin cells
and the effect of surface actions on the various kinds of order. These
studies are equally relevant for display modes using the Deformed Helix
[3], Twisted Smectic C* [4] and V-Shaped Switching [5] effects.

A feature common to all these concepts is the presence of
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alignment layers in the cells necessary to stabilise the desired geometry
of the chiral smectic phase.

For use in any of the above devices mixtures of different
materials are required in order to fully exploit the potential offered by
liquid crystals exhibiting the SmC* or SmCA* phase. The usual
technique for preparing a mixture for use in an SS-FLCD involves the
doping of a pre-selected achiral SmC-forming host mixture with a chiral
material. This induces a spontaneous polarisation and consequently
ferroelectricity (if the mixture is placed in a sufficiently thin cell) into
the mixture and makes it “switchable” [6]. In a similar manner, by
doping a racemic or achiral host possessing a SmCalt phase with a
suitable chiral material, antiferroelectricity can be induced in the
material [7]. Recently, two such model binary mixtures were prepared
and their electrooptic and dielectric behaviour was studied [8]. Certain
samples showed behaviour in the SmCA* phase that was not typical for
an antiferroelectric liquid crystal. In fact by comparing textures,
electrooptic switching behaviour and dielectric spectra, it was clear that
a strong coexistence of SmCA* and SmC* phases was present. Similar
behaviour has been reported earlier in pure substances by Moritake et al.
and Hatano et al. [9].

In this paper we have made a thorough study of several binary
chiral-dopant antiferroelectric systems in order to map the influence of
dopant, host material, and cell thickness on the behaviour of the induced
SmC* and SmCA* phases. The samples were investigated using optical
microscopy, electrooptic switching studies, and dielectric spectroscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.  Mesomorphic properties
The materials chosen as hosts were (R/S)-8F1M6, (R/S)-10F1M7, and
(R/S)-10F2E7 (FIGURE 1), which range from strongly synclinic to
strongly anticlinic. The dopants used were 10% (S)-IGS97 [10] and 15%
(S)-MHPOBC [11] (by weight). The first is a standard non liquid-
crystalline (“ferroelectric-like”) dopant used in chiral-dopant FLC
mixtures and strongly promotes the SmC* phase, and the latter strongly
promotes the SmCA* phase. The combinations of dopant and host types
in the mixtures are summarised in TABLE 1. TABLE 2 shows the
transition temperatures of the mixtures.

The (R/S)-10F1M7 and (R/S)-10F2E7 hosts possess room
temperature SmCA phases and (R/S)-8F1M6 possesses a SmC phase and
an as-yet unclassified hexatic phase (“SmX”, most likely SmI or SmF).
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FIGURE 1 Structures and phase sequences (determined by optical 
microscopy and DSC) of the racemic host materials.
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(ºC, cooling)

Recrys.   <25   SmCA   57   SmA   79   Iso.

Recrys.   33.7   SmX   (34.8)   SmC   63.1 
SmA   123.2   Iso.

TABLE 1 Summary of the types of components present in the 
binary chiral-dopant mixtures.

    d  o  p  a  n  t                        h   o   s   t
Mixture AFO

((S)-MHPOBC)
“FO”

((S)-IGS97)
Synclinic

(SmC)
Anticlinic

(SmCA)

CDMix1 •• - •• ••
CDMix2 - •• •• ••
CDMix3 •• - - ••
CDMix4 - •• - ••
CDMix5 •• - •• -
CDMix6 - •• •• -

TABLE 2 Transition temperatures and phase sequence of the binary 
chiral-dopant mixtures.

Mixture Rec SmX* SmCA* SmC* SmA* I

CDMix1 ll < 25 - - ll 82.6 ll 87.1 ll 116.1 ll

CDMix2 ll < 25 - - ll 48.4 - 59.0 ll 101.5 ll

CDMix3 ll < 25 - - ll 67.5 - - - 91.8 ll

CDMix4 ll < 25 - - ll 46.9 - - - 60.3 ll

CDMix5 ll 28 ll  (34) - - ll 70 ll 124.4 ll

CDMix6 ll < 25 ll < 25 - - ll 41.3 ll 110 ll

The mixtures doped with the “ferroelectric-like” material, (S)-IGS97,
exhibit a greater decrease in transition temperatures for all the observed
phases in comparison to the undoped hosts. This is no doubt a
consequence of the non liquid-crystalline nature of the dopant material.
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2.  Electrooptic Measurements
The electrooptic behaviour of the mixtures were investigated in “10µm”
EHC parallel-aligned cells, and 2µm self-made and 5µm Linkam
antiparallel-aligned cells. TABLE 3 shows examples of the transmission
vs. applied field curves for the antiferroelectric-dopant and
“ferroelectric”-dopant mixtures obtained at different frequencies. The
mixtures were studied at room temperature, thus nominally in the
SmCA* phase, except for CDMix5 and CDMix6, which were studied at
40 °C (in the SmC* phase, above the transition to the SmX* phase).

TABLE 3 Transmission vs. applied field curves obtained for the 
antiferroelectric-dopant and “ferroelectric”-dopant binary 
mixtures.

Mixture 2µm 5µm “10µm”

CDMix1
(28 °C)

5 mHz    (85Vpp) 5 mHz    (150Vpp)

Threshold  too
high  for
switching

CDMix3
(30 °C)

Threshold too    high    for switching

CDMix5
(40 °C)

0.1Hz    (10Vpp) 0.1Hz    (11Vpp) 0.1 Hz    (50Vpp)

CDMix2
(29 °C)

5 mHz    (36Vpp) 5 mHz    (21Vpp) 5 mHz    (41Vpp)

CDMix4
(28 °C)

1Hz    (70Vpp) 1 Hz    (70Vpp) 1 Hz        (425 Vpp)

CDMix6
(40 °C)

0.1Hz    (2.5Vpp) 0.1Hz    (10 Vpp) 0.1Hz    (10 Vpp)
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Most of the mixtures showed electrooptic switching under applied fields
of suitable magnitude. The threshold for switching to the ferroelectric
state from the antiferroelectric state of CDMix1 was found to be too
high to be safely reached in the “10µm” cell. This was in contrast to the
low threshold for switching observed in CDMix2, which was doped
with a non liquid-crystalline “ferroelectric-like” dopant. The reason for
this difference is no doubt due to the high stability conferred into the
mixture by the antiferroelectric dopant ((S)-MHPOBC) in CDMix1. The
unusual appearance of the curve for this mixture in the 2 µm-thick cell is
most likely due to a birefringence effect. The threshold for CDMix3 was
found to be too high to permit any clear electrooptic switching to take
place in any thickness of cells studied. This is more-than-likely due to a
combination of the high stability of the ethylheptyl-substituted host
material in comparison to the methylheptyl-substituted material [12].
Clear tristate switching was, however, observed in all cells of CDMix4
which contained the “ferroelectric-like” dopant.

The curves obtained for the mixtures containing the SmC host
material (CDMix5 and CDMix6) are similar to each other. The type of
dopant in this case appears to have little effect on the resultant mixture.

Out of all of the mixtures CDMix2 displayed the most unusual
switching behaviour. Although the mixture was found to possess both a
SmC* and a SmCA* phase in the bulk (ie. on a glass microscope slide)
no contribution from antiferroelectric switching is observed in either the
2µm or 5µm-thick cells. At very low frequencies (5mHz) in these cells
the switching resembles hysteresis-free switching of a SmC* phase.
Only in the thick cell (“10µm”) can a small contribution from
antiferroelectric (tristate) switching be observed, at a very low
frequency. This behaviour was recently found to be due to a form of
coexistence between the SmC* and SmCA* phases [8]. The optical
texture of a 4 µm cell containing CDMix2, in which the coexistence is
observed as ferroelectric and antiferroelectric regions, is shown in
FIGURE 2. This texture was found to remain unchanged after storing the
cell at room temperature for several weeks (without an applied field),
confirming that the coexistence is indeed thermodynamically stable in
this thin cell and not a supercooling effect.

Summary of Electrooptic Measurements
Mixtures containing the “ferroelectric-like” dopant generally possess
lower thresholds for switching than the equivalent mixtures containing
the antiferroelectric dopant, regardless of the type of host. The cell
thickness appears to play a key role in governing the nature of the
switching in mixtures possessing both SmC* and SmCA* phases.
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FIGURE 2 Optical texture of CDMix2 in a 4 µm-thick planar cell at 
room temperature (through crossed polarisers). The 
coexistent ferroelectric and antiferroelectric regions are 
clearly distinguishable (the tilt angle is 13°).

3.  Dielectric Spectroscopy Studies
All measurements were carried out in planar orientation with a
measuring amplitude of 0.1-0.4V (HP4192A bridge). The cells used
were 25 µm EHC cells, with parallel rubbed polyimide, and self-made
2 µm, 4 µm and 23 µm-thick cells, with anti-parallel rubbed polyimide.

Antiferroelectric-Dopant Mixtures
In CDMix1, i.e. the combination of a host with both anti- and synclinic
phases with an antiferroelectric dopant, we measured a normal response
in all phases (SmA*, SmC* and SmCA*). In the thick (25 µm) cell the
transitions between the phases were very sharp, while in the 4 µm cell
we detected a very slight coexistence of the SmC* phase into the SmCA*
temperature region on cooling.

On changing to a strongly anticlinic host (CDMix3) the chiral
mixture featured no SmC* phase as expected. The transition SmA*-
SmCA* was detected by a very weak soft mode. At lower temperatures
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the lower frequency antiferroelectric mode (normally attributed to the
molecular reorientation around the short axis) clearly distinguished the
SmCA* phase in the thick (23 µm) cell. The spectrum for the 2 µm cell
was virtually featureless and only a very weak soft mode could be
detected at the SmA*-SmCA* transition. No indication of phase
coexistence was observed in either cell.

The combination of strictly synclinic host and antiferroelectric
dopant in CDMix5 produced a chiral mixture which featured three
different phases above room temperature: SmA*, SmC* and SmX*. The
latter phase is a higher order smectic phase, the identity of which is not
as yet clarified, but it is probably SmI* or SmF*. In the dielectric
spectrum of this mixture (FIGURE 3) the broad SmC* phase was
distinguished by the azimuthal mode (often referred to as Goldstone
mode) which was apparent in both cells. However, while this mode was
strong and of low frequency in the 23 µm cell, it was markedly weaker,
and about one order of magnitude higher in frequency, for the same
mixture in the 2 µm cell.

Below the SmC* phase the SmX* phase was distinguished by a
weak absorption in the kHz region. Approximately 5 °C above the
SmC*-SmX* transition, the azimuthal mode featured a sudden drop in
intensity in both cells on cooling. This was probably an effect of the
supercooling of the SmC* phase; on heating, the SmX*-SmC* transition
was observed approximately 10 °C above the TSmC*-SmX* value obtained
on cooling.

By applying a DC-bias all absorptions were easily quenched. At a
bias field of 7.5V/µm even the soft mode was almost completely gone.

FIGURE 3 Dielectric spectra obtained on cooling in 23 µm (left) and 
2 µm (right) cells with CDMix5.

23µm,
cooling

2µm,
cooling
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“Ferroelectric-Dopant” Mixtures
As already reported in [8], CDMix2 i.e. a “ferroelectric” dopant together
with a host featuring both syn- and anticlinic phases, featured strong co-
existence of SmC* and SmCA* phases in the temperature region of the
latter. In thick cells, the effect was mainly a supercooling effect as can
be seen in the upper row of FIGURE 4, but the transition from SmC* to
SmCA* is very gradual, indicating a phase coexistence range of
approximately 8 °C.  In thin cells (lower row) the SmC* phase was
found to coexist with SmCA* also on heating. While it is thus difficult to
say to which extent the two-phase state is thermodynamically stable in
bulk, it is clear that the phase coexistence is stabilized by the presence of
surface interactions.

  

  

FIGURE 4  Dielectric spectra of CDMix2 in thick (upper row) and 
thin (lower row) cells. A strong degree of SmC* 
supercooling is seen in both cells. In the thin cell the 
SmC* phase persists in the SmCA* temperature region 
also on heating.

25µm,
heating

25µm,
cooling

4µm,
heating

4µm,
cooling
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In CDMix4, which is composed of the anticlinic host and the
“ferroelectric” dopant, the phase sequence is clearly SmA*-SmCA*,
without any sign of coexistence with SmC* in either cell. As in
CDMix3, the dielectric response is very weak and can easily be
completely quenched by applying a bias field.

The synclinic host together with the “ferroelectric” dopant
(CDMix6) in principle shows a clear SmA*-SmC* phase sequence
down to room temperature. However, in thin cells, and on heating in
thick cells, the SmC* phase azimuthal mode does not connect directly to
the soft mode at the SmA*-SmC* transition. The short dip in absorption
could possibly be a sign of an intermediate phase. As the other mixture,
CDMix6 is also very sensitive to the application of a DC-bias, making
all the absorptions easy to quench. Another possible explanation for the
absorption dip is that the measuring field itself is strong enough to
switch the sample to the ferroelectric state in a narrow temperature
interval, resulting in a non-existent azimuthal mode.

   

     
FIGURE 5  Dielectric spectra obtained in thick (upper row) and thin 

(lower row) cells on heating (left) and cooling (right) for 
CDMix6.
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Summary of Dielectric Spectroscopy Measurements
The phase sequence of the mixture is mainly determined by the host. A
strongly anticlinic host (CDMix3 or CDMix4) does not permit a SmC*
phase, and a strongly synclinic host  (CDMix5 or CDMix6) does not
permit a SmCA* phase. A host with both structures gives a chiral
mixture with both SmC* and SmCA* phases.

When using a host with both synclinic & anticlinic phases (CDMix1
or CDMix2), coexistence between phases is sometimes observed. This is
stronger in the mixture containing the “ferroelectric-like” dopant and in
thin cells, which strengthens the hypothesis that surface influences
promote the synclinic structure of the SmC* phase over the anticlinic
structure of the SmCA* phase [13].

CONCLUSIONS
A series of novel binary chiral-dopant mixtures have been prepared and
their physical properties investigated using electrooptic and dielectric
spectroscopy measurements. The phase sequence is mainly determined
by the host, but the behaviour of mixtures possessing a SmCA* phase
may also depend very strongly on the type of dopant used. In certain
mixtures, possessing both SmC* and SmCA* phases, coexistence
between the two phases is observed. The degree and breadth of
coexistence is strongly influenced by the type of dopant and the sample
thickness; thinner cells appear to stabilize this coexistence by extending
the SmC* phase into the temperature region of the SmCA* phase.
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